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As I was reading over the names of the new class of Gates
Scholars, I began to think about what it was like for me to
arrive in Cambridge for the first time. As with any place, of
course, the novelty of living in Cambridge has long worn off
for me, but perhaps unique to Cambridge is the sense that,
every spring, the University comes back to life just as it has
for the last 800 years, encouraging one to start anew in a place
that is not rushed by the passing of time. Spring, it seems to
me, is time to reflect upon why one is here, to remind one’s
self how unique Cambridge really is, and to rededicate one’s
self to making the very most of this opportunity.
This issue of The Gates Scholar is filled with wonderful articles, detailing how Gates Scholars have dedicated themselves
to making a difference. You will read about current scholars
who are aiming to bring peace to war-torn parts of the world,
improving the diagnostics of deadly diseases and, generally,
preparing themselves to get out there and make an impact. You will also read about Gates Alumni
who are, now, pursing their life’s work whether that be in publishing, community development,
or in environmental justice. Gates scholars are a diverse group of people, but this edition has
reminded me that there is something that we all share in common: a passionate drive to make
the world that we live in a better place. I hope that you will be inspired by the stories contained
within—as I have been.
Finally, though I feel that I have barely gotten to know all of the wonderful people that make up
the class of 2006, it is already time to begin making plans for the class of 2007. And so, let me take
this opportunity to welcome all those new students who have just been selected as Gates Scholars.
Congratulations. Your hard work—and your unique you—has earned you the opportunity of a
lifetime. Enjoy it. Pursue it. Take hold of it, and let it take hold of you. And for those who are
shortly to leave Cambridge—to go boldly to those places in the world where wicker baskets on
bicycles are not the norm—I also say congratulations. Leaving a place like Cambridge is always
bittersweet, but you should take solace in knowing that no matter where you are and no matter
what you do for the rest of your life Cambridge will be with you opening doors, creating opportunities, and giving you the best shot at really making this world a better place to be. I hope you
cherish this opportunity—and go for it!
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The Gates Scholars’ Council is a governing body
of scholars elected by their peers. A conduit
among the Cambridge community of scholars,
the Gates Scholars’ Alumni Association and the
Gates Cambridge Trust, the Council is well placed
to represent the interests and needs of all Gates
Scholars studying in Cambridge.
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